DS Fabrication is committed to
providing the highest standard
of quality in the metal
fabrication industry satisfying
all customer specifications
while providing on time
delivery.

CUSTOM FABRICATION
FOR THE MODERN DAY WITH
TRADITIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP

From full scale production runs
involving thousands of parts to
a custom design part or
prototype. The DS team is ready
to bring your project regardless
how large or small to the finish
line on time.
With a proven track record of
excellence going back to 1980
DS is dedicated to starting
strong and finishing on time
delivering customer satisfaction
second to none.
Whether it’s designing,
prototyping, or last-minute rush
projects the DS team will work
diligently to hold the highest
quality standards that DS
Fabrication is known and
respected for.
238 Old Leacock Road
Gordonville, PA 17529
717-768-3853
DSofPA.com

Reduce
Lead Times & Costs

Accomplish
Customer Project Goals

Increase
Margins & Customer Satisfaction

SINCE 1980

METAL ASSEMBLY

METAL FORMING

 Carbon Steel
 Stainless Steel

 Aluminum
 Plastics (3D Printing)

Manual or computer controlled, our team of
craftsman will make sure your project exceeds
your expectations!

 Shearing
 Sawing
 Bending
 Cutting
 Punching

 Blanking
 Welding
 Drilling
 Roll Forming
 PEM Fasteners

Our experienced team of welders and fabricators
operating specialized, state of the art equipment
can meet most needs within a flexible time
schedule. We can fabricate all manner of sheet
goods, structural steel, and tubing.
Our team along with robots can MIG & TIG weld:
 Carbon Steel
 Stainless Steel
 Aluminum

WHERE TRADITION, CRAFTSMANSHIP & QUALITY COME FIRST

LASER CUTTING

The DS team of designers and engineers will
take your specifications to create a digital
design used for fabricating with:

CNC SERVICES

YOU THINK IT,
WE CREATE IT!

LOGISTICS

3D DESIGN

CUSTOM FABRICATION SERVICES
Dual Flatbed Lasers, along with a highly trained
team, make up our onsite Laser department. By
having these advanced machines we are able
to reduce lead times and improve the accuracy
of your project!

Speed and precision are of the utmost
importance in today’s fast paced world. We
continue to invest in the latest technology to
provide you with the best product in a timely
manner.
With the use of CNC Machining and Forming,
we will produce your project just how you
envisioned it!

Your project deserves the utmost care and
professionalism throughout the manufacturing
process. We are able to provide you with the
services you need to get your project from start
to finish.
 Resource Aquisition
 Warehousing
 Packaging
 Labeling
 Shipping

CUSTOMFAB@DSOFPA.COM | 717-768-3853

